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The paper is related to the area which was recently called topological homology
[3,6,12,16,4]. We consider questions associated with the central Hochschild cohomology
of C*-algebras. The study of the latter was begun by J. Phillips and I. Raeburn in [9,10],
when they were investigating some problems of the theory of perturbations of
C*-algebras. In [8] we obtained a description of the structure of C*-algebras with central
bidimension zero: it was proved that these C*-algebras are unital and have continuous
trace. In the special case of separable and a priori unital C*-algebras this statement was
proved by J. Phillips and I. Raeburn in [11] with the help of a different approach. The
question was raised. Which values can the central bidimension of C*-algebras take? In the
present paper it is shown that, for any CCR-algebra A having at least one infinite-
dimensional irreducible representation, the central bidimension and the global central
homological dimension of A are greater than one. At the same time it is proved that there
exist CCR-algebras which are centrally biprojective, but which have both dimensions
equal to one. This situation contrasts with the state of affairs in the "traditional" theory of
the Banach Hochschild cohomology. Recall [3, Ch. 5] that the bidimension and the
global homological dimension of any infinite-dimensional biprojective C*-algebra are
equal to two. Besides, there is no CCR-algebra of bidimension one (respectively, global
homological dimension one). See [7].

One can see the main concepts of the relative homological theory over a
commutative Banach algebra B in [8]. In Section 0, we recall some of them which will be
used in the present paper. In Section 1, sufficient conditions are given which imply the
relative homological dimensions of a Banach algebra over B are equal to one. In Section
2, we calculate the central bidimension and the global central homological dimension of
biprojective C*-algebras and study some structural properties of central biprojective
C*-algebras. In Section 3, a lower estimate of the global central homological dimension of
CCR-algebras which have infinite-dimensional irreducible representations will be
obtained.

0. Necessary information. Let B be a commutative Banach algebra with an
identity eB. A Banach algebra A is called a Banach B-algebra if A is a Banach B-module
such that for any aua2eA, and beB the condition (a}a2) • b = ay{a2 . b) = (a, • b)a2

holds. (For a purely algebraic approach to the theory of B-algebras, see [1, Ch. 9].) Here
and everywhere afterwards "a Banach B-module" will mean a unital symmetrical Banach
B-bimodule. Simultaneously with a Banach B-algebra A we consider a Banach B-algebra
AB = A © B with operations

(a,, bi)(a2, b2) = (a{a2 + al.b2 + bl. a2, bxb2),

b. (a,, by) = (b. «„ bb,) = (a,, bi). b, ((a,, bx), (a2, b2) eAB,be B),

and a norm which makes AB into a Banach algebra such that ||(a, 0)|| = ||a|| (a eA), and
||(0, fe)|| = \\b\\ (b e B). In particular, we can take \\(a, b)\\ = max{||a||, \\b\\}. Recall (see,
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for example, [8]), that a left (right, bi-) Banach A-module X is called the left {right, bi-)
Banach (A, B)-module if, in addition, A' is a Banach B-module and for any a eA,b e B
and x eX the following conditions (a . x). b = a . (x . b) = (a . b). x (respectively, or (and)
(x . a) . b = x. (a . b) = (x . b) . a) hold. A morphism of left (right, bi-) Banach /4-modules
is called a morphism of left (respectively, right, bi-) Banach (A, B)-modules if, in
addition, it is a morphism of Banach B-modules. The category of left Banach
{A, B)-modules and their morphisms is denoted by (A,B)-mod; (A, B)-mod-(A, B)
denote the corresponding category of Banach (A, B)-bimodules. For X, Y e (A, B)-mod
((A, B)-mod-(A,b)) the Banach space of morphisms from X to Y is denoted by
(A,B)h(X, Y) (respectively, (A,B)h(A,B)(X, Y)). We denote by A+ the Banach algebra
obtained by adjoining an identity e+ to A.

We note that any Banach (/4,B)-module X is a Banach (AB, B)-module with operations
of external multiplications (a, b). x = a . x + b . x or (and) x.(a,b) = x.a+x.b
((a, b) € AB, x e X), and the same B-module structure.

In the homological theory of Banach B-algebras the Banach B-cohomology of
Hochshild H"B{A, X) of the Banach B-algebra A with coefficients in a {A, fl)-bimodule X
is of great interest.

DEFINITION 0.1. Let

0 ^ C°B(A, X) -*U . . . - ^ C"B{A,X) ^ U C"B
+\A, X) ^ * . . . , (%(A,X))

be a complex, where C°B(A,X) is the S-module X and, for n>0, C"B(A,X) is the
5-module of all continuous /i-B-linear maps f:AxAx... xA—>X. The connecting
maps 8" (n = 0 , 1 , . . .) act by the formulae (8°x)(a) = a . x-x . a and for, n > 0, we have

. . ,fln+i) = ai -f(a2,.. • ,an+1)

This complex is called the standard B-cohomological complex. The n-th cohomology of
^{A^X) is called the n-dimensional B-cohomology group of A with coefficients in X and
is denoted by H"B(A,X).

The B-bidimension of the Banach fi-algebra A is a number (or <»)

dbBA = inf{n:Hn
B

+\A,X) = 0 for all X e (A, B)-mod-(A, B)}.

Homological characteristics are closely connected with the concept of projectivity. A
Banach (A, B)-module P is called (A, B)-projective if, for any Banach (A, B)-module Y,
any epimorphism cp from Y onto P such that q> has a right inverse morphism of Banach
fi-modules must have also a right inverse morphism of Banach (A, B)-modules.

A Banach B-algebra A is called B-biprojective if it is projective as a Banach
(/l,B)-bimodule.

For Xe(A, fi)-mod((,4, fi)-mod-(,4, B)) a complex over X

0 < — X +^P0 *^>- Px +^- P2 <-sa-... (0<—X <— 9)
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is called a projective resolution if it is splittable regarded as a complex of Banach
fl-module and all Pj (i = l , 2 , . . . ) are projective in (A,B)-mod (respectively, in
(A, J3)-mod-(,4, B)). We shall denote the n-th cohomology of the complex h(A B){9>, Y)
by Ext"AB)(X,Y) (X, Y e (A, B)-mod) and the rc-th cohomology of the complex
(A,BAA,B^, Y) by (A,B)Ext"(A,B)(X, Y) (X, Ye (A, B)-mod-(A, B)).

If P,¥=0 for i = 1,2,. . . ,n and P/ = 0 for i>n, we say that the (.4, fi)-projective
resolution 0<— X *r- 9> has a length n. The length of the shortest (A, B)-projective
resolution is called the B-homological dimension of the (A, S)-module A', and it is
denoted by dhxX, where % is (A, £)-mod or (A, B)-mod-(A, B), respectively. We note
that

dhxX = M{n:Extn
x
+\X, Y) = 0 for all V e l } .

The global B-homological dimension of a Banach B-algebra A is defined as a
number (or °°)

dgBA = sup{dh(AB)X:X e (A, B)-mod}.

In [8] it was proved that dgBA ^dbBA.
In the case B = C, where we come to the well-known definitions of the homology of

Banach algebras [3], we omit "B".
Recall that in [8] it was shown that, for any Banach B-algebra A, up to a topological

isomorphism, H"B{A, X) = Ext",,,B)-(A,B)(AB, X), where AB is an (A, fi)-bimodule with
the following structures of left and right ^-modules and B-module:

a . (a,, &,) = (a, 0)(a,, bx); (a,, bl).a = (a,, 6,)(a, 0),
6 . (a,, 6,) = (6 . a,, 66.) = (a,, 6.). 6(a e A, (a,, 6.) e i4fl, 6 e B).

A

The symbol 0 will denote the projective tensor product of Banach B-modules [13].
B

The identity operator is denoted by \x:X^>

1. The B-homological dimensions of some B-biprojective algebras.

PROPOSITION 1.1. Let A be a B-biprojective Banach algebra without a right identity.
Suppose that the morphism of diagonal inclusion

8 ( 8
B \ B

has a left inverse morphism in (A, B)-mod-(A, B). Then dbBA = dgBA = 1.

Proof. First we note that there exists an (A, B)-projective resolution of the trivial
left (A, B)-module B of the form

0^B^AB*i-A^0,

where / is the morphism of inclusion. If dh(A B)B = 0, then there exists a morphism of left
Banach (A, B)-modules j:AB—*A such that j°i = lA, and, consequently, A has a right
identity e, =y((0, eB)). The contradiction shows that dh^A B)B = I. Thus, the following
inequalities hold:
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Now we consider an analogue of entwining resolution from [3,5.2.1] where i is the
morphism of inclusion and m is the product morphism. It is easy to prove the splittability
of the given complex in the category of Banach B-modules. Besides, we note that all
Banach (A, B)-bimodules participating in the resolution (1) are (.A, B)-projective.

O* AB © ~ V ^ \ ® A&A* O (1)

Furthermore, we consider the short splittable complex in the category of Banach
fl-modules complexes provided by (1):

-0 (2)

and

— 0, (3)

where W = Ker 3_i = Im 30, and the morphisms 3, (i = -1 ,0,1) are defined naturally by
the morphisms indicated on the diagram (1).

Now, by the condition of the proposition, there exists a morphism of Banach

04,B)-bimodules p:[AB<g)A) © [A<g)AB)^>A(g)A such that p°<9, = l - Hence
\ B I \ B I B A®A

a

the resolution (3) is splittable in (A,B)-mod-(A,B), and, consequently, W is an
(A, fi)-projective Banach (A, fl)-bimodule. Then the complex (2) is the (.4, B)-projective
resolution of length one in (A, B)-mod-(A, B). So, in virtue of Lemma 2.2 of [8],

dbBA = dhiAyB)HAtB)AB *£ 1.

Thus, we have

1 - dh(AB)B « dgBA =£ dbBA = dh(AB)_(AB)AB « 1 . D

THEOREM 1.1. Let A be a commutative Banach algebra with an identity, and let I be a
proper closed ideal of A with a bounded approximate identity. Then, for B = A,

dgBI = dbBI=l.

Proof. By analogy with Theroem 3.24 of [4, Ch. 6], up to an isomorphism of Banach
(/, B)-bimodules,

/ = lB <g) / (g) lB: a •-» lim lim [(a, 0) ® ev <g> (e., 0)],
B B v n

where ev (veA), is a bounded approximate identity in /. Hence / is a 5-biprojective
fl-algebra.
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Besides, the morphism of Banach (/, Z?)-bimodules p = ((p©0) is a left inverse to
the morphism of the diagonal inclusion

/ A \ A

where (p.\IB(§?)l)-*l ®I:{au b^) <8>a2<-^lim {axa2 + bxa2)®ev is a morphism of Ban-
\ B I B v

ach (/, B)-bimodules. Thus the conditions of Proposition 1.1 are satisfied and conse-
quently, dgBI = dbBI = 1. •

2. On the central homological dimensions of biprojective C*-algebras. Let Z{A+)
be the centre of A+. For B = Z(A+), a B-biprojective Banach B-algebra A will be called
centrally biprojective.

PROPOSITION 2.1. Let A be a centrally biprojective C*-algebra. Then all its irreducible
representations are finite-dimensional.

We begin the proof of this statement with the next lemma.

LEMMA 2.1. Let A be a centrally biprojective Banach algebra with a bounded
approximate identity ev (veA), let M be a closed two-sided ideal of A, and let
cp:A^*A/M be the natural epimorphism. Then there exists a morphism of Banach
{AIM, Z((A/M)+))-bimodules given by

p:A/M^>{A/M)+ (g) AIM
Z((A/M))

such that the equality nJr°p — \AIM holds, where

)+ (g)
Z«A/M

is the canonical morphism.

Proof. Since A is projective in (A, Z(A+))-mod-(A, Z(A+)), there exists a morphism
A

of Banach (A, Z(/4+))-bimodules p :A—*A+ 0 A such that n+°p = \A, where
Z(A+)

JI+:A+ 0 A—*A :a <8>6 >-»a. b.
Z(A+)

We define a morphism of Banach {AIM, Z((,4/Af+))-bimodules by

p:A/M-*(A/M)+ (g) AIM
Z((A/M))putting, for d = a + M in A/M, p{a + m) = (<p<8> (p)p{a), where <p:a+—*{A/M)+:

a + Ae+ >-» cp{a) + Ae+. The morphism p is well-defined since, for u e M,

p{u + M) = {(p® (p)p{u) = {tp<& <p)pf lim uev\

= lim (<p ® (p)p{uev) = lim q>{u) . {<p <S> q>)p{ev) = 0.
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Besides,

(jr+ ° p)(a + M) = {n+ ° (q> <S> y))p(a) = cp(n+p(a)) = a + M. D

Conclusion of the proof of Proposition 2.1. Let T be an infinite-dimensional,
irreducible representation of A on a Hilbert space H T:A—>Sft(H), where S5(//) is
the C*-algebra of continuous linear operators on H. By Lemma 2.4.4 of [14], the
commutant of T(A) in S8(//) is isomorphic to C. Denote by / the primitive ideal Ker T.
Then it is easy to see that the centre of A/I is isomorphic to C or (0). Recall ([2, 1.7.2])
that each C*-algebra has a bounded approximate identity. Therefore, in virtue of Lemma

A

2.1, there exists a morphism of Banach .A//-bimodules p:A/I—>(A/I)+(QA/I such that
n+°p = 1,4//. Hence we can show that there exists a morphism of Banach /l/Z-bimodules

A

p:A/I—>A/I®A/I such that Jz°p = \An (because All has a bounded approximate
identity). Hence A/1 is biprojective.

By the structural Theorem 5.5 of [15] (see also [3,4.5.15]), a biprojective
C*-algebra is a co-sum of some family of full matrix C*-algebras ([12,1.4.15]), and,
consequently, A/1 is a full matrix C*-algebra and / is a maximal closed two-sided ideal.

Recall [3, Ch. 5] that the homological dimensions of an infinite-dimensional biprojec-
tive C*-algebra A satisfy the equality dbA = dgA = 2. Note also that each biprojective
C*-algebra is Z(/4+)-biprojective, but, as will be shown later, its central homological
dimensions are equal to one.

THEOREM 2.1. Let A be a co-sum of some family of full matrix C*-algebras. If A is
finite-dimensional, then dbz(A^A = dgZiA+)A = 0. If A is infinite-dimensional, then
dbz(A+)A=dgz(A+yA = l.

Proof Recall that A is biprojective ([15]), and, consequently, is Z(/4+)-biprojective.

In view of the main theorem of [8], a C*-algebra A with the zero central bidimension
is a C*-algebra with a continuous trace and an identity. Hence, for the case in which A is
finite-dimensional, we obtain that

0 = dh(AMA+)yA s£ dgZ(A+yA s= dbZ(A+)A = 0.

When A is infinite-dimensional, we see that A does not have a right identity. Besides,
now we shall prove that the morphism of the diagonal inclusion

has a left inverse morphism in (A, B)-mod-(A, B), where B = Z(A+).
The condition of the theorem implies that A is a co-sum of some family of full matrix

C*-algebras {Av: v e A}. We shall denote by N(A) the set of finite subsets of A, ordered
by inclusion. Let A e N(A). Before we define p, we put

<p:AB xA^>A®A:((aubl),a2)>->lim 2 (aiea + b1 . ea)®eaa2,
aek

where ^ (v ) = dleAy, 5v
a is the Kronecker symbol, and eAv is the identity matrix from Av.

Note that, for aua2eA and bu b2£ B, the equality (p((a1; b^) • b, a2) = <p((a,, 6,), b • a2)
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holds. Besides with the help of a known method for the estimate of the norm of elements
A

in A 0 / 4 ([4, 0.3.30]), we can show that

1
m II mum II II m II

2 («,«„, + V eat) ® eafi2j « Urn 2 | 2 S**'"1 W « , + *>i • ««,)(|2 f""1^ .
where £ is a primitive m-th degree root of the identity from C. Therefore, since the
inequalities

1 m II

2 £*('"-IW., + 6, • O « sup \\axeai + 6, . e j |
i—\ | | l=£fs£m

and

1 m ||

l ^ ' - ' K ^ sup ||ea,a2||
/=1 II K/«m

hold, we can see that

1
2 fl + 6, . ea/) (8>ea,.a2 « sup Ha^,,. + fe, . ea.|| sup \\eaia2\\.
, = 1 II is/am lslsm

Since a2eA, for each e > 0 there exists koeN(A) such that sup ||e^<22|| < e , and,
consequently, for all A' ss Ao and A" s* Ao in N(A), we have "*A<'

« sup \\aiea + 6, . ea | | sup \\eaa2\\<2e \\(au

Therefore MA = Hm 2 , ( " I ^ + bt . ea) <8> e,,.^ converges in A (g)A and ||<p|| ̂  2. Then, in

virtue of the universal property of the projective tensor product ([13]), there exists a
A A

continuous linear operator <p:AB(g)A—>A®A such that ||<p|| « 2 . We can verify that <p
B B

is a morphism of (A, B)-bimodules. A

We define p = (<p © 0). For a, ® a2 from /10v4 , we obtain
B

p°dl(al<8>a2) = ^(a,<E>fl2) = lJm 2 (aie* ® e»a2) = »'m 2 aiea (8>a2 = fli <8>a2.
^ a-eA * oreA

Consequently, p ° 3 , = 1 ^ ^ . Thus Proposition 1.1 implies that for an infinite-
B

dimensional A we have dgBA = dbBA = 1. •

3. A lower estimate of dgZiA+)A for CCR-algebras with infinite-dimensional ir-
reducible representations. We know ([8]) that there exist CCR-algebras with
dbZ(A+)A = 0. These are algebras having a continuous trace and an identity. In the
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previous section we prove that infinite-dimensional CCR-algebras A which are a co-sum of
some family of full matrix C*-algebras must have dbz(A+yA = dgZ(A^A = 1. Note that all
irreducible representations of these algebras are finite dimensional.

THEOREM 3.1. Let A be a CCR-algebra. Suppose that there exists an infinite-
dimensional, irreducible representation of this algebra. Then

Proof. Let 7 be an infinite-dimensional, irreducible representation of A on a Hilbert
space H. Then the C*-algebra A/KerT is isomorphic to the C*-algebra of compact
operators %(H)([2, 4.2.5]). In [7], it was shown that dg°H(H)^2. Thus, for the proof of
the theorem, it is sufficient to prove the following statement.

LEMMA 3.1. Let A be a Banach algebra, and let I be a primitive ideal with a bounded
approximate identity. If dgA/I 5* 2, then dgz(A+yA s= 2.

Proof. The proof of this lemma is similar to the proof of the lemma from [7]. Let X
be a left A //-module such that dhA,,x^2. It is easy to see that the multiplication
a. x = r(a). x (aeA,xeX), where r:A^A/I is a natural epimorphism, provides a
structure of a left A -module. The structure of the Z(/l+)-module on X is defined by the
following formula:

z . x = x. z = x{a). x, where f :A + —*(A/I)+:a + Ae+>-»f(a) + ke+.

Suppose that dh(AZ(A+))X =s 1. Then the left (A, Z(A+))-module / = Kerjr+ is
A

projective, where n+:Az(A ) ® X-*X:a ®jti-»a . x is the canonical morphism.
Z(A+)

First we consider the case where the algebra A/I does not have an identity. By
Theorem 1 of [5], the right v4z(/4+)-modules AZ(AJl and A+ are flat. Consequently, the

A

right j4Z(y4+)-module A+/I — A+ 0 AZ(A+)H is also flat. Hence the sequence
4

A 1®JI4. A A A

0*-AJI ® X* AJI <g) A+ <g) X* AJI (g> J* 0

is exact. Besides, in view of the Lemma of [5],

AJI <g) A+ <g) X=AJI <g> X and AJI <g) X = X
*ZiA+) Z(A+) Z(A+) AZ{A+)

up to an isomorphism of left Banach v4//-modules. Thus, for the A/I-modu\e X, there
exists an admissible short exact sequence

Q<-X^A+/I <g) X^AJI ® 7*-0.
Z(A+) Az(A+)

A A

So, if we can prove that left A //-modules AJI ® X and A+/I (g) J are projective,

then we shall obtain a contradiction of the estimation dhAnX ^ 2.
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A

The projectivity of the left Banach A //-module AJl (g) X follows from the
existence of a morphism of left Banach .<4//-modules Z( / l+ )

K:AJI (g) X-*AJI®AJI <g) X:
Z(A+) Z(A+)

such that n+°K = 1^ /# ^ x , where
+ Z M )

The morphism ie is well-defined, because, by Lemma 2.4.4 of [14], for the primitive ideal
/ , we have Z((A/I)+) — C, and hence

«r(a . z ® J t ) = az<8>e+®;t = a ® ze+ ®x = a®e+<S)z.x = K(d <8> z . x)

for any z e Z(/4+), a e / !+ / / , -c e X, and z e f(z).
Since the left (A, Z(A+))-modu\e J is projective, there exists a morphism of left

A

(A, Z(/4+))-modules p :J—*AZiA+) 0 J such that n+°p = ly, where
Z ( 4 )

is a canonical morphism. Then the morphism of left A //-modules

P-.AJI <g) J^^AJI (g) i4z(/l+) (g) J=*AJI (g) 7

satisfies the equality a °p = l - where o:A+/I (g) J-+A+/I <g) / is a natural
A7.I,A + ) Z(A+) -4Z(/t + )

A A

epimorphism. This shows that the left ^//-modules A+/I (g) A' and >!+// 0 J are
projective. Z( / l+ ) l4z(/1+)

For the algebra /4 / / with an identity, we prove this statement by analogy with the
previous case replacing the flat right _4z(y4+)-module A+/I by the flat right AZ(A+)-modu\e
All. •

Thus, by the lemma just proved, we have dgZ(A^A^2, and, consequently,
dbz(A+)A»dgZ(A+)A^2. D
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